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This paper derives an accurate in te rmediary orbit of an ar tificial satellite of an oblate 
pla net. The d rag-free motion takes place under t he action of a gravitat ional potentia l 
which fi ts t he even zonal ha rmoni 0s exactly through the second and approximately throu gh 
the four th , in t he case of the eart h . This po te ntial leads to separabili ty of t he H amil ton
Jacobi equation . 

Two alte rnati ve sets of orbi tal ele ments a re set forth. The first set is related directly 
to ini t ial conditions, but requires numerical factoring of a certain quar tic to eva,]uate some 
of the integra ls. The seco nd se t, on the other ha nd, per mi ts exact factoring of both quartics 
t hat appear, but is not related directly to ini t ia l cond it ions, so t hat its members can best 
be obtained by a least-square fit of the solu t ion over ma ny orbi tal revolu tions. 

The fin a l so lu tion is g iven in terms of cer tain uniformizing variables, whose periodic 
terms a re COHect t hrough t he second order in t he oblate ness parameter a nd whose sec ula r 
terms a re exact, for t he in ter media ry o rbit. These exact solu t ions for t he secular te rms are 
expressed b.v means of cer tain rapidly co nve rging series, wi th co mplete avoida nce of elliptic 
integrals of t he thi rd kind. Sections 9 and 10 give a s umm ary a nd a list of sy mbols. 

1. Introduction 

The author bas introduced a gravitational potential [I P for an axially symmetri c planet 
which accounts rather accurately for its oblateness and yet still leads Lo separabiliLy of the 
problem of satelli te motion . The resulting solution is expected to yield an "in term ediary 
orbit" somewhat more accurate than those heretofore used , ill t hat it acco unts for aU of t he 
second zonal harmonic and for more than haH of the four th zon al harmOllic. (Previous in
termediary orbits [2 , 3] have accou nted for only part of the second harmonic and bave ll eglected 
the fourLh harmonic.) The residual fourth harmonic, Lbe odd harmonics, t he tesseral harmonics, 
the lunar-solar forces, and aerodynamic and electromagnetic drag are then to be co nsidered as 
producing p er turbations of Lhis in termediary orbi t. 

Izsak [4] has already given an analyticfl.l solution f01" Lili s interm ediary orbiL, with boLh 
periodic and secular terms correct t hrough Lh e seco nd order in a certain oblateness parfl.m eter . 
His solu tion makes rather heavy dema nds on the reader's knowledge of linear fracLional trans
formations an d t he theory of elliptic functions in the co mplex plane. Th e presen t paper 
avoids these complicaLions, wiLh elliptic in tegrals occurring only in th e simple form s of t he 
co mplete first and second kinds. Fur t.hermore the resul ting solu tion no t only gives the periodic 
terms correctly to the second order, but gives t he secular term s "exactly"; i.e., to arbitrarily 
high order. I wish to acknowledge very explicitly, however , that I am greatly indebted to 
Izsak for t he int.roduction of one of the sets of orbital elements t hat I usc. Knowledge of 
this set, which permits exact factoring of a certain refractory quartic , has influenced my trea t
m ent of the whole problem . 

2. Sta.tement of Problem 

If p, "1, cf> are the oblate spheroidal coordinates introduced in [1] and if 7' , 8, cf> and X, Y, Z 
are the corresponding spherical and rectangular coordinates, then 

Z= r sin 8= P"1 , (- 12"12 1). 

(2 .1) 

(2.2) 

1 T his work was supported by the U.S. Air Force, through the Office of Scientific Research of the Air Rcsearch and Development Co mmand. 
, Figures in brackets indicate tbe literature references at thc cnd of the paper. 
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Here r is the geocentric distance to the satellite and e and ¢ are respectively its geocentric 
declination and right ascension. For sufficiently large f, p=r and 1) :=:;sin e. 

With the origin taken at the planet's center of mass, the intermediary orbit is then the path 
of a particle in the approximate potential field 

(2.3) 

where /L is the product of the gravitational constant and the planetary mass and where 

(2.4) 

Here f e is the equatorial radius of the planet and J 2 is the coefficient of the second zonal harmonic 
in the expansion of the planet's true potential in spherical harmonics. For the earth J 2= (1.08) 
10- 3, to three significant figures . 

According to [IJ, the coordinates p, T/, ¢ satisfy the following equations, involving quad
ratures; 

Here F(p) and G(T/) are the quartic polynomials 

F(p) = c2a~+ (p2 + C2) (- ag + 2/Lp+ 2a,p2) , 

G(T/ ) =-a~+ (1- T/2 ) (a~+2aIC2T/2). 

(2.5) 

(2 .6) 

(2.7) 

(2 .8) 

(2.9) 

The a's and {3's are the Jacobi constants, with the energy a, < O for satellite motion aDd with the 
polar component of angular momentum a3~0 according as the orbit is direct or retrograde. 
To orient oneself, note that in the limiting case C~O of Keplerian motion the separation constant 
a2 reduces to the total angular momentum, - {3I to the time of passage through perigee, {32 to 
the argument w of perigee, and {33 to the right ascension n of the ascending node. The Jacobi 
constants may be determined, at least in principle, from the initial conditions; we have more 
to say about this poin t later. The constant PI is the next-to-the-largest real zero of F(p) and 
thus is that zero of F(p) which is closest to the smaller zero of 

(2.10) 

To solve (2.5) through (2.9) for p, T/ , and ¢ as functions of t, we must first solve (2.5) and 
(2.6) for p and 1) and then substitute the results pet) and T/(t ) into (2.7) to determine ¢(t). To do 
so we must first evaluate the above SL,{ integrals, which we shall obtain in terms of certain uni
formizing variables. In turn, evaluating these integrals presupposes knowing how to factor 
the quartics F(p) and G(T/) . 

3. Factoring the Quartics: Orbital Elements a D) e o) io) (31) (32) f33 

In the case of elliptic motion (c = O) the perigee and apogee radii f1 and f2 would be the two 
zeros of j(p), viz, 

f2 = ao(1 +eo), 
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where 

(3 .3) 

(3.4) 

In our present problem, with C~O, we may still define constants ao and eo by (3.3) and 
(3.4), as well as another constant 

The constants ao, eo, io, f31 , f32, and f33 constitute one possible set of 0l'b1'tal constants. We may also 
introduce the corresponding semi-latus rectum po, defined by 

po=ao(1-e5), (3.6) 
so that 

A determination of ai, az , and a 3 would then furnish ao, eo, and i o. 

initial valu es, t hen (per unit mass) 

_ 02 2 fJ A, - X y' :IT -..;:.-a 3- 1 i cos i '+' i - ' i i- i L1- i, 

(3.7) 

If the subscript i denotes 

(3 .8) 

(3. 9) 

where u means speed and a superscript dot denotes the time derivative. Also, by equaLions 
(50), (59.1), (13.2) , (10.2), and (55) of [1], 

Thus a knowledge of the initiflJ coordinates and their initial derivatives would determine the 
a's and thus the constants ao, eo, n,nd i o. 

A knowledge of their numerical values would then permit a numerical soluLion of the 
quartic equation F (p) = 0 and thus flll'nish the numerical values of PI, Pz, A , ana B necessary to 
fac tor F (p) into t he fo rm 

(3. 11) 

where PI and P2 are the zeros of F (p) closest to the valu es 1'1 and 1'2. Then , in the intermediary 
orbit, P is restricted to the interval PI ~ P ~ pz between two sph eroids. 

By equating the coeffi cienLs of co rresponding powers of pin (3. 11) and (2.8) we find 

P: 

with use of (3.3) through (3.7). 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

By b eginning with the zero-order solution A = B = 0, PI + Pz=TI + Tz= 2ao, PIP2 = TI1'2= aOPO , 

one can solve this set of equations for the four unknowns A, B , PI + P2, and PIP2, by a 
method of successive approximations. If 
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the second-order solution, through k5, is 

A =-2koPoy2[1 + ko(2x2-3x2y2_4 + 8y2) + .. . J, 

B = kopW-y2)[1+ ko(4y2- x2y2)+ ... J, 

PI + p2 = 2Pox-2[1-kox2y2 - k5x2y2(2x2 -3x2y2-4+8y2) + . . . J, 

PIP2=P5X-2 [1 + koy2 (X2_ 4) - k6y2 (12x2-x4-20x2y2 - 16+ 32y2+x4y2) + ... J. 
The constants 

(3. 19) 

(3 .20) 

(3 .21 ) 

(3 .22) 

p==a(1-e2) (3.25) 

will occur tlu-oughout the evaluation of the p-integrals. In terms of ao, eo , and io, their values, 
to the second order in ko , then satisfy 

(1-e2)!p-l=aol(1-e5)-![1 +t koy2 (4-x2) +t k6y2 ( - 4x4+ 7x4y2+ 48x2 

- 104x2y2 - 64+ 176y2)+ ... J. 

.. " 

., 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3 .28) 

(3.29) 

(3 .30) 

In those places where e occurs alone in the theory, i.e., not in the combination 1-e2, it may 
of course be found by use of 

(3 .31) 

By (3.28) this results in 

(3 .32) 

so that when eo is comparable to ko it is not feasible to expand e in a power series in ko; indeed 
if eo= 0, we should need a power series in k~ . 

Direct use of this second-order solution in factoring F(p) will lead to p-integrals that have 
secular terms correct only to o (k5) . Since we are aiming at arbitrarily high accuracy for the 
secular terms, we include it here for other purposes. The most important of these purposes 
is to furnish information about the orders of various quantities in ko; e.g., A and B are both of 
order ko. Such information will be necessary in carrying out the solution of (2.5) through (2.7) 
for the periodic terms. The second purpose is to furnish a convenient starting point for any 
investigators who may choose to use ao, eo, and io, along with the (j's, as orbital elements, and 
who will therefore have to solve the equation FCp) = 0 numerically. A third purpose is for use 
in calculating the mean motions to first order, for comparison with other theories. 

The quartic GCTJ), which is quadratic in 712, may be factored either as 

GCTJ) == -2alC2(TJ5-TJ2) C TJ~- TJ2) 
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or as 
(3.34) 

If we use the latter form, we find on comparing (3 .34) with (2.9) that 7102 and 7122 arc the roots 
of the following quadratic equation in 71 - 2 : 

Thus 

where 

(O'~- O'D 17 -4+ (2O'1c2 -O'~h - 2-2O'1c2= 0. 

1702=HO'~-2O'1c2) (O'~- O'D -1(1 + Wi) , 

17 22=HO'~-2O'lc2) (O'~- O'D - 1(1- W i), 

W = 1 +8O'1c2 (O'~-O'~) (O'~-2O'lc2) - 2. 

From (3.36) and (3.38) it follows that for 0'1 < 0 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3 .37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

and we shall see below that for satellite motion 'Y/~» l. Since 712 canno t exceed 1, it follows that 
in the actual motion 71 always lies in the interval - 'Y/o~ 'Y/~ 710 between two hy perboloids. 

We r eadily fmd that 

71 0= ( in io) [1 - t lcox2y2+ ~ lc6x4y2(7y2-4)+ .. . J, 
(1- 175) -!= Jsee ioJ[I-t lcox2( I - y2) + i lc5x4(1- y2) (5y2- 1) + ... J, 

'Y/ 22= kox2(I - lcox2y2+ .. . ), 

Note that 1722~ lco "", ]0 -3 , so that 'Y/ ~ ~ 1000 . 

4 . Factoring the Quartics: Orbital Elements a J eJ I J {31J {32J {33 

(3 .40) 

(3 .41) 

(3 .42) 

(3 .43) 

If we equate the coefficients of powers of 712 in (3.33) with those of cOlTesponcling powers 
in (2.9), 'we find 

If in (3. 12) through (3 .15) we use (3.23) through (3. 25), we find 

2a- 1= 2ao, 

Bap= aopoc2 sin 2 i o. 

Suppose we now regard a, e, and 
17o=sin I 

(4 .1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4 .7) 

as known. (When we adopt a, e, I , and the f3's as orbital clements we are certainly assuming 
so; we discuss later how they may be determined. ) Then in treating the p-integrals we have 
five unknowns, viz , ao, eo, io, A, and B, and in treating the 7J-integrals one additional unkno "'7J1 , 

viz, 712. Altogether then, we have six unknowns and we have six equations with which to 
determine them, (4.1) through (4.6). With these orbital elements, viz, a, e, and 710, however , it 
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tmns out that the system can be solved exactly and with considerable ease, for the required 
unlmowns. This property of a, e, and 7)0 was first pointed out by Izsak [4]. 

To carry out the solution, first eliminate 7)2 from (4 .1 ) and (4.2) . The result is 

a~-a§_ . 2 • 2+ C27)W - 7) 6) 
--2- =sln ~o= 7) o . 

a2 aopo 
(4.8) 

On inserting (4.8) into (4.6), we find 

Bap= c27)6 [aopo+c2 (1- 7) 5) ]. (4.9) 

If we now use (4.3) to eliminate ao from (4.5) and (4.9) to eliminate aop o from (4.4), we find a 
pair of simultaneous linear equat.ions for A and B: 

Their solution is 

(ap -c2)A - 2aB= -2ac2 , 

2c27)~aA + (ap -C27) 6) B = c27) 6(ap -C27)6). 

Then, from (4.3) and (4.12) 

_ _ J.l._ ==~= 1_ A = l + c2(1- 7) 6) (ap - C27) 6) 
2aal a 2a (ap-c2) (ap- C2 7)5)+ 4a2c2 7) 5 

and from (4.9) and (4.1 3) 

_ a~ =a --c2(1- 2) + a (ap-c2)(ap-C27)5)+ 4a2c2 . 
2al - oPo- 7) 0 P (ap- c2) (ap- C2 7)5)+ 4a2c27)5 

Equation (4.8) and the relation '7o==sin I give 

(4.10) 

(4.11 ) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.15a) 

so that (4. 15) and (4.15a) determine a3' Finally, to obtain 7)2, combine (4.2) and (4.6) to 
obtain 7); 2= c47)5 (Bap) - 1 and then use (4. 13). The result is 

- 2 _ c2 (ap-c2) (ap-C27) 6) + 4a2c2'76 
'72 - ap (ap-c2) (ap - C27)6) + 4a2c2 • 

(4.16) 

This completes the solution for the required unknowns when the orbital elements are a, e, 
and I. In terms of these orbital elements we can now factor the t wo quartics F(p) and G(7) 
exactly and thus evaluate all the in tegrals. 

With use of the old oblateness parameter ko == c2jp6 and a new one, sui table for use with this 
second set of orbital elements, viz, 

(4.17) 

we can readily show th at, to the first order, the equations of sections 3 and 4 give similar results. 
Thus we r eadily obtain 

A",,-2koPo cos2 i o",,-2kp cos2 I , (4. 18) 

(4. 19) 

(4.20) 
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'1 22 "", lco (1 -e5) + ... ""' k (1-e2)+ ... , 

('10/ '1 2)2 "", ko(1-e5) sin2 io""' k (1-e2) sin2 1+ . 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4 .24) 

(4 .25) 

'With either set of orbital elements, the final solution will be given in terills of a, e, I , (31, 

(32, and (33, and certain angles E, v, and 1/;, analogous respectively to the eccentric anomaly, the 
true fLnomaly, and the argument of latitude in elliptic motion. Once one knows a, e, fLnd I , 
one can then determine the (3's by observing, at vfLrious times, whatever quantities will best 
serve to determine E, v, and 1/;. 

If one is using ao, eo, and io as elements, one has to determine them from initial values or 
from some procedure equivalent to determining initial values. One then has to factor the 
quartic FCp) numerically to determine a, e, a nd '1o=sin I. 

If one is using a, e, fL nd I as elemen ts, one has to determine them. by followin g the orbit 
for many revolutions and then applying so me sort of iterated least-square process. In this 
case one can then find the Jacobi constants aI, a2, and a3 a nd thus ao, eo, and io by meallS of the 
equatiolls of this section . 

In any event, the determination of orbital elements, by co mparison of theory and ob
servation, is ordinarily co nsidered a completely separate problem in celestial mechanics from 
the calculation of the motion for given orbital elements. IiV' e have included the above r emarks 
only to aid in the possible application of the present theoreticfLl solution . Indeed the problem 
is furth er complicated by the small perturbations that occur in practice. 

In the r est of the paper we simply aSSllme a, e, 1'/0 = sill I , (31, (32, and (33 to be k nown and then 
complete the solution for the intermediary orbit. Th ere will be one r estriction, however. 
The method of evaluating the p-integl'als will be found to depend on the orbital inclinfLtion 
io or I . For values of lIes t hfL n 1 °54' or g1'et1ter than 178°6', a different app roach would be 
needed. We shall therefore rest ri ct. considerations in t he present paper to orbits t hat have 
inclinations between these two values, thereby ruling out equatorial 01' almost equatorial 
orbits. 

5 . The p-Integrals 

In (2 .5) through (2 .7) the p-integrals are 

(5. 1) 

(5.2) 

(5 .3) 

where F(p) is given by (3. 11), A and B by (4. 12) and (4 .13), p by (3 .25), and PI and P2 by 

Pl=a(l -e), 

Equations (5.4) follo \,1 from (3 .23) and (3.24). Then 

F-t(p)= (-2al)-t[( p- PI ) (P2- p)ttp-l(l + Ap-I+ Bp-2)-t . 
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If, for convenience, we put 

and 

then 

if Ihl< l and !>- I< 1. 

B = b ~, 

'" 
=~ hnPnCA), 

n= O 

(5.6) 

(5 .7) 

(5.8) 

(5 .9) 

The expansion (5.9) will be a convenient tool for evaluating all the p-integrals, whenever 
it can be used. To see when, use (5.6), (5 .7) , (4.18), and (4.1 9) . Then to O(k) 

so that b2 / p«:1 and 

Thus to O(k), 1\ 1< 1 whenever 

or whenever 

or 

To O(k), this becomes 

But k= (re/p)2J 2 and J 2= (1.08)10- 3 for the earth, so that A< l whenever 

Itan 1 1>0.033 Te/P. 

For close orbits Te/P "'" I , so that the necessary condition becomes 

The expfUlsion will thus work for all satelli te orbits that are inclined more than 1 °54' to the 
equator. For those orbits that lie closer to the equator one must use some other method to 
evaluate the p-integrals. On inserting (5 .7) and (5.9) into (5.5), we find 

(5.10) 

With use of (5.1 ), (5.10), and (5.6), we find 

Each of the separate integrals in (5 .11 ) is a multiple-valued function of p. It is appropriate 
to change variables in each to a uniformizing variable E or v, analogous respectively to the 
eccentric and true anomalies in elliptic motion. vVe define E and v by requiring them to 
satisfy 

p= a(l-e cos E )= (1 +e cos V)-lp (5.12) 

and always to increase with time. Then , from (5. 12), (5 .4), and (3.23) through (3 .25 ) , we find 

[(p-Pl)(P2-p)]-'(±dp) = dE= (1-e 2)t( l +e cos v) -ldv 
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I 

5.1. The Integral R [ 

On introducing E into the firs t integral in (5.11 ) and v into each of the integrals in the 
series, we find 

(- 2D'[ )tR[ = b1E + a(E -e sin E )+ (1-e2)!p ~ (b2/p )np nC'A ) i " (1 + e cos v)n-2dv. (5.14) 

To investigate the convergence or the sel'ies we write 

Then 
'" 18 1/;2; (b2/p )2"L, (b2/p )mlP m+2("- ) I (1 + e)mv 

m=O 

and since JPn(\ ) I;2; 1 ror all 1"-1;2; 1, we h ave 

18[1;2; (b2/p )2V£ [ b2(1 + e) ] m 
m = O P 

By (4.19) and (5.6), however , b2/P ~ k{ sin I and of course 1+ e;2; 2, so that 

b2(1 + e) /p ;2;2k t s in J ;2; 2kt. 

(5. 15) 

(1.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5 .19) 

(5.20) 

Since k ~ 10 -3 , we have b2 (1+ e)/p ;2; 0.063. Thu the serie 8[ converges, and converges more 
rapidly than a geometric series of common r a tio ~ 1/16. Actually, since we h ave shown tha t the 
series 8 1 converges absolutely, we can regroup it in to the swn of a series 81e containing only the 
even values of n and a series 810 containing only the odd values of n . It is then a simple m at ter 
to show that 8[=8 1.+810 converges more rapidly than the geometric series [l + bz(1 +e) /p] . 
.L: n~ o [b 2 (1 +e)/p j2". That is, we can act ually expect the convergen ce of 8 1 to b e as rapid 
as that of a geometric series o[ common ratio [b 2 (1 + e) /p] ;2; 4lc ~ 1/250. 

To decompose th e series 8 1 into a part proportional to v and a periodic part, note firs t that j[ 

j ",(v) = i" (1 +e cos v)mdv, (5.21 ) 

then j ,, (v ) - (27r) - lj", (27f)v is an odd function of v, of period 27f . But j ", (27f) = 2j", (7f) , so that 
we obtain 

(5 .22) 

To obtain , to any order in k, the parts of the p-integrals proportional to v, we shall n eed to con
sider all integral values of m in 7f- 1j ", (7f) . To obtain the periodic parts correct to order lc2 , we 
shall n eed values of m only up to 4. 

To obtain a convenient expression for the v-term of j m(v) , note that [5] 

(5.23) 

for all values of z, including real values greater than unity . Here P mCz) IS t he L egendre 
polynomial 
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of the same polynomial form in z that holds when [zl< l, when it can be defined by the usual 
generating function. If we put 

in (5. 23), we find 

where 

J:" (l +e cos v)mdv= 7r(1 -e2)m/2Pm[(1-e2) -!] 

= 7rR m(-,J1-e 2) , 

(0;::; x;::; 1). 

(5.25) 

(5 .26) 

(5 .27) 

(5.28) 

Thus Rm(x) is a polynomial of degree [m /2] in x2. The first few of these polynomials are given 
in table 1. 

TABLE 1 

o 1 
1 1 
2 Yz(3-x2) 
3 Yz (5-3x 2) 
4 (;s)(35-30.r'+3x') 
5 (;s)(63- 70x'+ 1 5x') 
6 (~6)(231-315x2+!05x'-5x') 

From (5.22) and (5.27) we then obtain 

(5 .29) 

Through m= 4, the coefficients Cmj are easy to find, simply by binomial expansion of the integrand 
and conversion to a trigonometric polynomial. 
The results are given in the following table: 

TABLE 2. Coefficients cm ; in (5.29) 

"-
~ 1 2 3 4 

--~ -----
0 
1 1 
2 2, " /4 
3 3,+ 3,3/4 3" /4 e3/12 
4 4e+3,3 3e'/2+e'/4 , 3/3 " /32 

In (5. 14), b~= O(kn/2) and P nC'A) = O(AO) = O(kO) if n is even or P "C'A) = O(A) = o (k lJ ) if n is 
odd. On inserting (5.29) into (5 .14), using table 2, and keeping periodic terms through O(k2) 
only, we find 

where 

and 

2 

(-2al)!R1= bIE+ a(E-e sin E ) +A1v+ ~AI1 ·sin jv, 
j=l 

AI=(1-e2)} p i: (bz/p)npnC'A)Rn_2(,Il-e2) 
n=2 

(5.30) 

(5 .31 ) 

(5 .32) 

(5.33) 

The above proof of convergence of the series for RI also shows the rapid con vergence of the 
series (5.31) for the coefficient Al of the v-term. 
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5 .2. The Integral R 2 

On inserting (5 .10) into (5.2) and using (5 .12) and (5. 13), we find 

(5 .34) 

As above, one can show at once that this series converges more rapidly than the geometric series 
v~:_ o[b2(1 +e) /p] n, with common ratio b2 (1 +e)/p;;:;;2k!",, 0.066. The same proof then applies 
to the coefficient A2 in 

Using the same methods as for E l , we then find 

A z= (1- e2)tp- 1-£ (bd p)np ,,(X)R nCb -e2) 
n~O 

and, through periodi c terms of O(1c2): 

A ZI = (l -e2)tp - l e[bIP- I+ (3bi- bD p - 2 -ib lb ~( I + e2/4) p-3+~b ~(4+ 3e2)p-4], 

A 22= (1-e2)tp-{ ~(3b~- b D p-Z_ 9 e 2blb ~p- 3 + ;~i(6e2+ e4) p-4} 

A - (1- 2)! -5~ b 4 4 
24 - e p 256 2e . 

5.3. The Integral R 3 

If in (5.3) we now nse the binomial expansion 

'" (p2+ C2) - I= p- 2 ~ (_1)1c 21p- 2j 
j~ o 

and insert the expressions (5.10) , (5.12), and (5.13), we find 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

(5.37) 

(5 .38) 

(5.39) 

(5 .40) 

(5.41) 

where the integrand is the product of two series, each of which converges absolutely for any 
value of v. Then [6] it is equal to the series formed by summing the products of the individual 
terms, taken in any order, and th is resulting series is itself absolutely convergent, for any value 
of v. It is th erefore uniformly convergent , by the W eierstress lV-test [7], so that it n1.ay be 
integrated term by term. 

Let us now re'vvrite (5 .42) in the form 

(-2CXI)}R 3 = (1-e2)!p - 3j ' · ~ D", (l +e cos v)"'Hdv. 
o m~ O 

Here 

s ummed over all those non-negative integral values of j and n' for which 

2j+ n' = m , 
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and where 
d j = (- l )i(c/p )21, 

On' = (b2/p)n'P n, ('A) . 

Then, because of the uniform convergen ce, 

It is interesting to investigate here the rapidity of convergence of the series 

If m is even, we have m = 2i and n' = 2n, so that 2j + 2n = 2i and .j= i-n. Then 

i i 

(5.46) 

(5 .47) 

(5 .48) 

D m=D zi= L: di- n02n= L: (- 1)i-n(c/p)2i-2n(bz/p)2np2n('A ) , (5.50) 
n~O n~O 

so that 

But c2= kp2 and b~~ kp2 sin2 1, by (4.19), so that 

(b2/c)2 ~sin2 1 2:.1. 
Then 

If m is odd, we have m = 2i+ l and n' = 2n + l , so that 

i i 
D 2Hl = L: di-n02 n+l = L: (_l)i-"(C/p )2i-2"(b2/p )2n.+1P zn+1('A ) . 

1l~0 n~ O 

Then 
i 

ID 2Hd2:.(c/p )2i(bd p ) L: (bZ/C)21l2:. k ik! (i+ l) sin 1. 
n~O 

Then, breaking up 8 into an even series 8e and an odd series 8 0 , we find 

00 00 

18el 2:. L: (i+l) ki(l +e)2i+2v 2:. (l + e)2v :6 (i+ 1)[k(l +e) 2] i . 
i~O i~ o 

Using L:;'xi=(l-X)-l and L:~ ixi= x( 1 -x) - 2, we find L:;'(i+ 1)xi=(1-x)-2, so that 

Similarly 

Thus, 

1 1
< (1 + e)2v 

8 e = [1 - k(l + e2)]2' 

00 

18 0 12:. kt( l +e)3v sin 1 L: (i+ 1) [k(l + e )2] i 

< k!(l+e)3vs iI11 

= [1-k(l + e)2)2 

i=O 

18 1< (l + e)2v[l + k! (l+e) sin1]. 
= [l - k(l +e)2J2 

(5 .51) 

(5 .52) 

(5 .53) 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

(5.58) 

(5.59) 

The series (5 .49) for R3 thus converges more rapidly than the series expansion of the function J 

given in (5.59). 
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Through O(k2) the values or Dm are given by 

m Order 

o 
1 
2 
~ 
4 

kO 
k 
k 
k' 
k' 

As with RI and R2, we find 

where 

TABLE 3 

dooo= 1 
drlj, = ol= bJ/ p "" k cos' I 

doO,+(iJQo= (b,/p ), P ,(bl /b,) - (e/ p ) , 
d003+d 1ol = (b,/p),P3(bJ/b,) - (e/p )'(bl/ p ) 

doOl+ <l lo,+d,oo = (b,/p ) ' P, (b J/b,) - (e/ p l' (b,/p )' P ,(bdb,)+(e/p )' 

'" 
(- 2a\) !R 3= A3v+ L: A 3) sin jv, 

j =l 

'" 
A 3= (l-e 2)tp-3 L. D tnR m+2( 1-e2). 

m = O 

The remarks about tllC convergence of the series (5.49) apply also to (5 .61). 

(5.60) 

(5.61) 

Since R 3 is multiplied by c2= kp2 in (2 .7 ), we need periodic terms only through O(le), in 
order to have periodic terms in the final solution correct through O(le2). By (5.43) and tables 
2 and 3, their co effici en ts are 

(5.62) 

(5.63) 

(5.64) 

(5 .65) 

6 . The 1J-Integrals 

In (2.5) through (2. 7) the 1)-integrals are 

N 1= ± i~ 1)2G-·t (1)d1) , (6.1) 

N 2=± i~ G- i(1)d1), (6.2) 

N 3=± i~ (1- 1)2) - lG(1)-td1), (6.3) 

where G(1)) is given by (3.34), 1)2 by (4. 16) , a~ by (4.14) and (4.15), and a~-a~ finally by (4.8) . 
In evaluating Nl and N 2 it is convenient to put 

1) = 1)0 sin f, (6.4) 

where f is to be an angle that always increases wi t h time. In the limiting case c= O we should 
have sin f = sinBjsin I and f would thus r educe to the argument of latiLude, i. e., to the angle 
between the line of nodes and the radius vector to the satellite. 

Then 
± G-! (1)d1) = (a~-aD -! 1)0(1_q2 sin2 f )-I# , 
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where 

7]2 being given by (4.16). 

6 .1. The Integrals N l and N 2 

Insertion of (6.4) and (6.5) into (6.1) gives 

Because of the identity 

(1- q2 sin2 1/;) -tq2 sin2 1/;= (1- q2 sin2 1/;) - ,- (1-q2 sin 2 1/;)t, 

N 1= (a~-'-:aD - '7]g q- 2 Lr' (1- q2 sin2 1/;) - !d1f; - L" (1_q2 sin2 1/;)!d1/; ] 

= (a~-aD - i1] gq-2 [F(1/;,q)-E(1/;,q)], 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.S) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

where F(1/;,q) and E(1/;,q) are respectively the elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, with 
modulus q. 

Insertion of (6.4) and (6.5) into (6.2) gives 

N2= (a~-aD - ~1] oi"'(1_q2 sin2 1/;) - 1d1f; 

= (a~-aD - t1]oF(1/;, q). 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

Thus Nl and N2 can both be expressed exactly in terms of ellip tic integrals of the first and 
second kinds. Our ultimate purpose, however, is to express each uniformising variable as the 
sum of an exact secular term and periodic terms correct through O(k2). For this purpose it is 
convenient to express each elliptic integral as a linear combination of 1/; and a Fourier series 
L;;" En sin 2n1/;. 

To do so, consider 

(6.13) 

Some simple transformations show that 

F(1/; + 7I" ,q)=F(1/;,q)+2K(q), (6.14) 
where 

(6.15) 

is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. It follows that the function F(1/;,q) 
- (2/7I")K (q)1/; is periodic in 1/; with period 71". 

Furthermore it is an odd function of 1/;, so that it can be expanded in a Fourier series containing 
only the sines of even multiples of 1/;. Thus, 

"' 
F(1/;,q)= (2j71")K(q) 1/;+ ~Fqm sin 2m1/;. (6 .16) 

m=1 

To calculate the Fourier coefficients Fqm, differentiate (6.16) with respect to 1/; and use (6 .13). 
Then 

"' (l - q2 sin21/;)-1=(2/7I") K(q)+2~ mFqm cos 2m1/;. (6.17) 
1 
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The Fourier coefficients F qm are then given by 

( .-/2 
F qm=(2/7rm ) Jo (1- q2 sin2 x)-t cos 2mxdx. (6.18) 

Since cos 2mx is a polynomial in cos2 x, each F qm can ultimately be expressed as a linear com
bination of l{(q) and the complete elliptic integral 

(,,/2 
E(q) == Jo (1- q2 sin2 x)t dx. (6 .19) 

Such a procedure, however, would not readily reveal the order of each coefficient in q2, which 
itself is of order k. (Actually we shall show that Fqm is of order lc"', so that we shall need only 
F q! and F q2 .) Instead we expand the radical, obtaining 

(1 - 2 . 2 )-t=l+";'" (2n) !q2n s in2n x. 
q sm x L.J 22"( 1)2 n= 1 n. 

(6.20) 

Then 

(6.21) 

Also 

• 211 _ (2n) ! (_ 1)"21 - 2n 'B (_1)1 (2n)! (2 -2 ') 
sm x- ( 1)22 n+ L..J (2 _') ' " cos n J x, n. J= O n J .J. 

(n~l) (6.22) 

a nd 
cos [(2n-2j)xl cos 2mx= ! cos [(2n + 2m-2j)xl+! cos [(2n-2m-2j)xl. (6. 23) 

The integral of this product from 0 to 7r/2 fails Lo vanish only if j = n + m or if j =n-m. The 
value j = n + m is absent from (6.22), so that only the term j = n-m in (6.22) contribuLes Lo 
the integral in (6. 21). Thus 

J'''/2 . (2n)! 7r 
sm211 x cos 2mxdx=( _1)"'2 - 211 - , 

o (n+m) !(n-m) ! 2 
(n~m). (6.24) 

On inserting (6.24) into (6 .21 ), we find 

. '" (2n) ! 2q2n 
Fom= (_l)mm-17~' (n+m) !(n-m) !24n (n !)2· (6.25) 

Inspection of (6.25) now shows that F qm = O(q2"')= O(lcm). The first Lwo values are , to order 
q 'l or order lc2: 

For our purposes, therefore, 

imilal' consider ations about periodicity and oddness show that 

Then, as before, 
ex> 

(1-q2 sin 2 1/;}t=(2/7r )E(q)+2:Z=mEqm cos 2mif; 
1 
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(6.29) 

(6.30) 



and 

Also 

r.-/ 2 
E qm=(2/ Trm) Jo (l - q2 sin2 x)t cos 2mxdx. 

Q) (2n- 2) ! q2 n sin 2n 
(l-q2sin2x)t=I-~ 22n In !(n-l)! x. 

Inserting (6.32) into (6 .31), we find 

1 '" (2n- 2) ! g2n 1 "/2 . 2nx 
E qm=-- ~ 22n 2n1( - 1)1 sm cos 2mxdx . 7rm n = l . n . 0 

On inserting (6.24) into this, we obtain 

(_ l)m+I '" (2n) ! (2n- 2) !q2n 
E qm m n~24n 111! (n- l ) ! (n + m)! (n-m)t' 

Thus Eqm is of order g2m or of order km and 

Then, for our purposes 

q2 t 
E q1= 8 +32+ ... , 

q4 
E q2= -256+ . . . . 

(
q2 t). q4. 

E (if;,q)= (2j7r) E(g) if; + 8 +32 sm2if;- 256 sm 4if;+ .... 

(6 .31) 

(6.32) 

(6.33) 

(6.34) 

(6.35) 

(6.36) 

(6.37) 

Finally, inserting (6.28) and (6.37) into (6. 10) and (6 .12), we have for the 1]-integrals 
NI and N 2: 

with 

Nl= (a~-aD-! 1J g[ Bl if;-~(I+~ g2) sin 2if;+£: sin 4if;+ .. ] 

N2= (a~-aD -t 1]0 [B2 if;-i~ (4+ 3g2) sin 2if;+;:~ sin 4 if; + .. .J, 
~1=2~- 2 [K( g) -E(g) l=~+~ q2+1~58 t + ... , 

B 2 =~ K (g) = 1 +~ g2+ :4 t + .. .. 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

(6.40) 

(6.41) 

Here the terms in if; are exact. In N2 the sines are correct to O(k2), while in NI they aTe correct 
only to O(k); this is as much accuracy as we need for N I , however, since it is multiplied by <" 
c2= kp2 in the fust kinetic equation (2.5). 

6.2 . The Integral N3 
From (6.3) and (3.34) we have 

Then since 

we obtain 

wheTe 

(~-aD tN3= ± i~ (1- 1J 2) - 1(1- 1J 2h6) - t(1- 1]2/1]D- td1]. 

( _ 2/ 2) - t- -.0 (2m)! ( / )2m 
1 1] 1J2 -~o 22m(m!)2 1J 1J2 , 

L m= ± i \ 1- 1] 2) - I(I- 1J2h6) -t1]2md1] . 
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With 

and 

we then find 

where 

m-l 
(1-1'/2) - 11'/27n= (1- 1'/2)-1-~ 1'/2n, 

m-l 

Lm=Lo-~ Lin, 
n=O 

n -O 

( m~l), 

L l n = ± J>2n(1_ 1'/2!'15)- id1'/. 

(m~ I ), 

To evaluate Lo, rewrite (6.46) as 

Lo= ± i\-3(1'/ -2_ 1) -1(1'/ -2_ 1'/02)-ic/ry 

and introduce the new variable x, defined by the equation 

tan X= ( 1 - 1) ~) i tan 1/t = Icos I I tan1/t 

(6 .46) 

(6.47) 

(6.48) 

(6.49) 

(6.50) 

(6.51) 

and the r equirement that X and 1/t shall keep in step. I.e. , whenever 1/t equals a multiple of 
7f/2, X shall be equal to 1/t. Then 

csc21/t= 1 + cos2 I cot2 X 
and 

so that 
1) - 3C/ry = cot2 I csc2 X cot xdx 

and cot xdx=<O according as d1'/ =<O in (6.50). With 1'/ = 1)0 sin 1/t its integrand becomes 

so that 
± I tan I I cotx I tan X I dx= I tan I Idx, 

Lo= I tan I I X= 1)0(1- 1)6)-i x. 

(6.52) 

(6.53) 

(6.54) 

(6.55) 

(6.56) 

To fit the angle X into one's knowledge of the corresponding elliptic motion, note that as c 
approaches zero, 1) approaches sin fJ. Then, by (6.53), 

' . - I ( tan fJ)_ r. 
X---7Sll1 I tan I I - ¢-H, (6.57) 

:> where Q is the right ascension of the node. 

I 

l 
<v 

I 
I 

, . 

To evaluate the integrals Lin, put 1) = 1)0 sin 1/t in (6.49) . Then 

(6.58) 

so that 
L lo= 1)o1/t. (6.59) 

To handle the cases n~ 1, we r ewrite (6.22) as 

. 2n _ (2n) ! 21 - 2n ~ (-I)j(2n)! 2' 
sm x-22n( ')2+ ..{.....l ( +') '( _ ') 'COS JX, n. }=l n J . n J. 

(6.60) 

thus finding 
1)5n+I (2n) !1/t + 2n+12 - 2n ± (-I)j(2n)! sin 2j1/t 

22n(n!)2 1)0 i=1 (n+ j) !(n-j) !j , (n~ 1). (6.61) 

Insertion of (6.48), (6 .59), and (6.61) into (6.44) then yields 
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If in (6.62) we now use (6.56) and the relation 

(6.63) 

we find 
'" 

(a~-aD'N3= 1)0[ ( 1 - 1)5)-J(1- 1) 2"2)-~X+ Bdl + ~ B 38 sin 281/'], (6.64) 
s~l 

where 
'" 

B3= 1-(1- 1)2"2)-J_~ 1',"1) 2"2,", (6.65) 
m~2 

(6.66) 

and 
-0 B . 2 ' ./,=_ -0 (2m) !1) 2"2," ~ 2n2-2n..(f!-, (- 1)j(2n) ! sin 2jl/'. 
L....J 38' sIn 8 'Y L..J 2 2,"( 1)2 L..J 1) 0 L..J (+ ') 1( ') ' ' s'~l m~2 m, n~l j~ l n J ' n-J .J 

(6.67) 

The easiest way to isolate the coefficients B 38 is to use the orthogonality of the functions 
sin 281/'. Then 

(6 .68) 

(6.69) 

so that B 31 = 0 (1) 2"4) = 0(k2), B 32 = 0(1)2"6)= O(k3), etc. Thus, to obtain the sine terms of N 3 
to 0 (lc2), we need only 

B 3 2 - 4+ 
31 = 321)01) 2 .. , • 

'" To test the convergence of the series ~ 'Ym1) 2" 2m, note first that 
2 

(2n)! = 1.3.5 .. . (2n-1) <.~ 
22n(n! )2 2 . 4.6 ... 2n 2' 

(nf'; 1), 

and hence that 

for any orbit, polar or nonpolar. Then, by (6 .66), (6.71), and (6.72) 

I' :0:; - -- :0:; - (m- l ) 3 (m - 1) 3 
m _ 8 2 -16 ' (mf';2). 

Thus 'Ym< m and 
'" '" 
~ 'Ym1) 2" 2m< ~ m1) 2" 2"' . 
m~2 m~2 

But 

where 1) 2" 2= 0(k). Thus the series ~;'Ym1) 2" 2m converges rapidly. 
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To test the convergence of the Fourier series ~;_ IB3s sin 281/;, note that 

(6.76) 

But 

(2n)! (2n) !n!n! (2n) ! (n) (n-1) (n-2) ... (n-8+ 1) < (2n) ! <1 
22n(n+8) !(n-8) ! 22n(n!)2(n+8) ! (n-8)! 22" (n!)2 (11+ 8) (n+8- 1) (n+8-2) ... (n+ 1) 22n (n!)2 , 
by (6.71) . Then 

m-I (2n) ! 
~8 22n(n+8) !(n-8) !< m 

and 

by (6.71) again. Then , by (6.75) 

I '" . I 7] ;4(2 - 7] z2) 
~_ B3s SIll 2sI/; < (1- - 2)2 • 
8- 1 . 7] 2 

(6.77) 

ince 7]z2= O(k ), Lhe Fourier series converges rapidly. 
Thus all terms in (6.64) remain finite for all 7]6 ~ 1, except the term involving x, which appar

-cnLly ill ay become infinite for polar orbits. Note, however, that N3 oceUl'S only in eq (2.7) 
for the right ascension, when it has a factor aa, which vanishes for a polar orbit . To see what 
happens in tbis case we must investigate the limit of a3N3 as 7]6-»1. For a polar orbit we have 

a3N3=a3(a~-~a)-'7] o(l- 7] 6)-~ (J _ 7] z2)-:X+ O(a3) ' 

But ia3 i (a~-a§)-!= ia3 ia zl to O(a3) a nd by (4.8) and (4 .2) 

ia 3i a ; I=(1- 7]5)t(1_ 7] z2 s in 2 i o)t=(1- 7]6)!(1- 7] z 2)} Lo O(a3)' 

(polar orbit) . 

If we now use (6 .51) Lo plot x versus I/; for various values of 7]6, we obLain figure 1. 

x 
I 
I 

'(n+ll7T I 

(6.78) 

(6.79) 

(6.80) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'1 n+~hT ~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

FIGURE 1. Plot of X versus'" for various values of '76. 
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The genernJ form of these curves can be checked, as follows. From (6.51) 

tan X= € tan if;, 

To find what happens to a polar orbit we must let € approach zero. 
H we put 

if; = (n+!h+Llif;, (n=0,1,2.3, . .. ), 

th en 

(6.81 ) 

If we keep Llif; fixed and let €--7O, then if 0< Llif;< 7r j2, it follows that Llx--77r/2. H -~<Llif;<O, 

then Llx--7- 7r j2. In a polar orbit , whenever the satellite passes over a pole,1/;= (n+ !)7r, 
with ~>O, so that X thus jumps by + 7r. By (6.80) and (2.7) the right ascension c/> th en jumps 
by + 7r in a direct orbit or by - 7r in a retrograde orbit. These are expected results, which 
had to be obtained as a partial ch eck of eq (6.64) for N 3• 

7. Mean Motions 

The purposes of this section are to obtain expressions for the mean motions correct through 
the first order, to find if we are on the right track, and to obtain exact expressions for the mean 
frequencies for later use in section 8 in checking the secular terms in the final solution. 

If PP' P~, and p q, are the generalized momenta conjugate to p, 1/, and c/>, then the action 
variables 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

are functions of the Jacobi constants ai, a2, a 3' (Since these J 's occur only in this section, 
there is no danger of confusion with the coefficients of the zonal harmonics in the expansion 
of the potential. ) The a's are then functions of these J 's and the mean frequencies [8] are 
given by 

mean p-frequencY= )/1 = oai oJ1 , 

mean 1/-frequencY= )/2 = oai oJ2 , 

mean c/>-frequency = )/3 = Oal/oJ3 . 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

Note that )/2 and )/3 are identical with the usual nodal and sidereal frequencies, but that )/1 is 
somewhat different from the usual anomalistic frequency. 

To compute these frequencies, one may use the system of equations 

(n=1,2,3). (7.7) 

With the use of (7.4) through (7.6) and the abbreviation 

(7.8) 
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these equations become 

with the solution 

= 1, 

= 0, 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

(7.15) 

With the use of eqs (13), (53), and (55) of [1] and sections (5) and (6) of th e present paper 
we find 

Then 

The above results are all exact, for the pote11tial (2 .3), and we shall refer to 
sec tion 8. 

them 

(7.16) 

(7.17) 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

(7.23) 

agam 111 

For comparison with other theories it is desirable to express Lhese mean frequencies as 
power series in the oblateness parameter. For this purpo e it is o011\'enienL to use lhe orbi tal 
clem ents ao, eo, and io, and since we shall carry the series only Lhl'ough the first power we may 
replace kO=C2/P5 by k = C2/p2. 

With use or the relations in sect ions 3 and 4, the above equations then become 

27l'v\ = no + 0 W) 

27l'vz= no [1 + i k (5 cos 2io- l )] + OW), 
where no is given by 

Similarly 

which together with (7.14), (7.24), and (7.25) lead to 

27l'V3/nO=(sgn Cl'3) [I+ik (5 cos 2io- l )]-t k cos io+ O(lc2 ). 

H ere sgn CX3= ± 1 acco rdingly as the orbit is direct or retrograde, respectively. 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 

(7.26) 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

(7.29) 

To avoid any use of the concept of an oscul ating ellipse, we may define the m ean motion s 
as follows. We say that the ascending node exists onl y when the satellite is over the equa
tor, travelling north. Let It be its right ascension at such a time. We then define the m ean 
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motion n of the node relative to OX by 

(7.30) 

where 00 and to are the values of 0 and t at some (ascending) node and Oi and t i are their values 
i nodes later. Since the present system is of the conditionally periodic Staeckel type, it 
follows, after some fairly close reasoning that I shall here omit, that 

(7.31) 

We also say that p-perigee exists when, and only when, p= Pl and we let <]) be its right as
cension at such a time. Then the mean motion of p-perigee relative to OX must be equal to 

the mean motion <i> of its equatorial projection relative to OX and 

(7.32) 

Here <I>o and to are the values of <]) and t at some p-perigee and <]) i and t i are their values i 
p-perigees later. Then, again omitting the proof, we have 

(7.33) 

N ow let w be the arc on the celestial sphere from an ascending node (when it exists) to 
the next p-perigee. Then, since the mean relative motion of these poin ts must bo equttl to 
the mean relative motion of their projections in the equatorial plane, we find that the mean 

motion: of p-perigee relative to the node is given by 

(7.34) 

(7.35) 

with use of (7.31) and (7.33) , for any orbit , direct or retrograde. 
From (7.31) , (7.25) , and (7.29) it follows that 

(7 .36) 

and from (7.35), (7.24), and (7.25) that 

Here no/27r is the frequency in an ellip tic orbit with the same total energy. Equation (7.36) 

agrees with results found by many other authors, as does (7.37) when ~ is the mean motion 
of 1'-perigee relative to t.he node. By (2.1 ) and (2.2) , however, r 2= p2 + kp 2 (1_ 1)2) , so that r 
and p differ by a variable quantity of O(k). It is thus a little surprising that the mean mo
tions of p-perigee a nd of r -perigee relative to the node should be equal through O(k). This 
means that the mean p-frequency is equal to the mean r -frequency to this order. 

8. Solution of the Kinetic Equations 

Before solving the kinetic equations (2.5) through (2 .7) it is convenient to have several 
relations connecting the uniformising variables E and v. From (5.12) we obtain 
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cos E-e 
cosv= . 

l -e cos E 
(S.la) 

The requirements that dv/dt> 0, dE/dt> 0 for all t lead to the result that dv/dE> 0 for all t. 
Because of this r esult, (S.la) leads to 

. + (1-e 2)t sin E 
sm V= l- e cos E ' (S.lb) 

without ambiguity in sign. For a given value of E, eqs (S .la,b) determine v modulo 271". 
On imposing the further requirement that v shall always equal E whenever tbe latter is a 
multiple of 71", we find that E determines v completely. Two other relations ar c often useful , 
VIZ, 

and 
v-E 

tan 2 

tan -= -- tan -v (l +e) ! E 
2 l -e 2 

')' sin E 
1-,), cos E' 

(S. l c) 

(8. ld ) 

B efore beginning the solution of the kinetic equations it is desirable to assemble the 
results already obtained. By (2 .5) , (2.6) , (5. l ), (5 .2), (5.30) through (5.33), (5.6), (5.2S), 
(5.35) through (5.40), (6. 1) , (6.2) , (6.6), and (6.3S) through (6.41), 
the equations for p a nd 7J are 

t + f3I = (-2al)-t[bIE+ a(E-e sin E) + A1v+ A ll sin v+ A 12 s in 2v] 

+c2(a~-aD - t1J 5 [BI ..p-~ (2 + q2) sin 2 ..p+~: sin 4..p]+periodic terms of O(lc3), (S.2) 

f3Z/a2= -( -2al)-i[A2v+ A21 sin V+ A 22 sin 2v+ Aza sin 3v+ A 24 sin 4v] 

+ (a~-aD -!lJ O [B2..p-~ (4 + 3q2) s in 2..p+;g~ sin 4..p] + periodic term of OcP). (S.3) 

H ere 
p= a(l-e cos E) = a(l-eZ)(l + e co v) - t, 

7) = 7)0 s in ..p, 

with E and v connected by any of the eqs (S.l). 

'" Al = (1-e2)tp L:: (b2/p)"Pn(b, /bz)Rn_2[( 1-e2)!]= O(lc), 
n =2 

'" A2 = (1 -e2)!yl~ (b2/p)nP n(bl /b2)R n[(1-e2) ,]= O(kO), 
n=O 

All =t(1-e2)!p - 3e( - 2 blb~p+ bD = O(lc2) , 

A12= 332 ( 1 -e2) !p- 3b~e2= 0(lc2), 

K(q) and E(q) are the cornplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds. 
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A 22= (1-e2)tp - 5 [(~A2_lB) ~p2+~ ABe2p+~ B2(~e2+le4)J=O (k) 
8 2 4 16 8 2 4 ' 

(8 .14) 

A 23= (1- e2)!p - 5e [~~2p +B~e]=O(k2) , (8. 15) 

A =~ (1- e2)tp-5B 2e4= O(k2) 
21 256 . (8.16) 

In the above equations c2= r;J 2 is regarded as known, as ar e the orbi tal elements a, e, 
11o, f31 , and f3 2' Then p= a(1- e2) and 112, A, B , 0'1, 0'2, and 0'3 are given by section 4. Also 

bl = -~A, b~=B, Rm(x )= xmPm(1 !x), wi th Ixl<1. 
To solve (8 .2) and (8.3), place 

(8 .17) 

where the subscrip t s means "secular " and the subscrip t p " periodic." Then if p goes through 
N l cycles in time T l and if 11 goes througb N 2 cycles in time Tz, 

Since we have already ob tftined exact expressions in section 7 for )/1 and 1'2, i t is clear that we 
can ob tain the secular terms exactly . W e shall also obtftin the periodic terms through O(P). 

By (8. 18) we can wri te 

where l\1l8 will play the role of the secular part of a mean anomaly. 
Then 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

We may ob tain the seculftr solu tion of (8.2 ) and (8.3) indep enden tly of section 7, by 
dropping all the sines in those equa tions, placing E = v= M s and 1/1 = l{;., and solving the resul ting 
equations for M s and 1/18' The resul ting equations are 

wi th the following solu tion. 

8 .1. Secular Solution 

(8.22) 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

Comparison of th ese resul ts wi th (7.22 ) and (7.23 ) shows that M 8= 27r1'1 and ~8= 27r1'2' as ex
pected . We may now rewrite these expressions more convenien tly as 

(8.26) 
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M s= nO(t + i3l) + O(k) , 

1/-s=nO(t + i31 ) + ::~2+0(k). 

(8.27) 

But, to order kG, CX2= (Jlp )lJ and A 2 = (l- e2)tp - l, so that noa(cx2A 2t I = noap[JlP(1- e2») - }= 1, 
since n6a3= Jl to OW). 
Thus 

as is to be expected, with 132 replacing w. 

As a later aid in reducing the solu tion for the periodic terms to Kepler's equation, it is 
here convenient to r ewrite (8.22), by transposi tion of some of its terms: 

(8.28) 

8.2. Periodic Terms 

'iVe shall put, successively, 

E p= E o+ E I , 

E p= E o+ E 1+ E z, 

1/-JJ = 1/-0+ 1/-I; 

1/-v = 1/-0+ 1/-1 + 1/-2. 

(Step 0) 

(S tep 1) 

(Step 2) 

In s tep 0, we retain in the equations (8 .2) and (8 .3) only those periodic terms which are 
of (OkO), viz, sin E. In s tep 1, wc retain in these equation s all periodic terIDS or order kO or k , 
but none of higher oreler. In step 2, we retain in Lhe equaLions all periodic terms of order lcD, 
k, or lc2, but none of higher order. In carrying out each step, however, we shall suppo e that 
each quantity involv ed is calculaLecl to such an accuracy that the elTor is of order k3 • Then, 
effectively , Eo , Vo, and 1/-0 will all contain terms of order lc and P, as well as Lerms of order kG. 
E l, VI, and 1/-1 will conLain no terms of order kO, but will contain terms of order k andlc2. E2, 

V2, and 1/-2 will be of oreler lcz. Such a procedure wi ll gr eaLly simplify LIte resulting equations . 

8.3. The Periodic Contributions Eo, Vo, and 1/-0 

On placing E = 1vls+ E o, v= M s+vo, and 1/- = 1/-s+ 1/-o in (8.2) and (8.3) and retaining only 
the term sin E of the periodic terms, we find 

t + i31 = (- 2al )-t[(a+ bl)(M s+ E o)-ae sin (M s+E lJ ) +AIMs) +cZ (a~-aD-I1)gBl1/-s, (8.29) 

i32/CX2= - (- 2CXI) -tAz(M s+vo) + (cx~-a~) -!1)OB 2(1/-s+ 1/-0). (8 .30 ) 

~. On sub tracting (8.28) from (8.29) and dividing the resulting equation by (a+ bl) (- 2cxI ) -t, 
we find 

(8.31) 
where 

/ - ae <1 
e = a+ bl ' (8 .32) 

since bl> O. Equation (8.31 ) is K epler 's equation for A1s+ E o, with an effective eccen Lri city 
e'. Let us suppose it to be solved by th e most appropriate method, ·which will depend on the 
value of e' . "Ye then have M s+ Eo and can then find v= M s+ vo by use of eqs (8. 1). 
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On subtracting (8.23) from (8.30) we then obtain f o as a function of Vo: 

fo= (-2al) -! (a~-aD!1)oIA2Bilvo. (8.33) 

Here the coefficient ,po/vo is unity to o (kO) , but to follow the procedure outlined above we must 
not make such an approximation. Instead we must calculate it so accurately that the error is 
of order k3• 

8.4. The Periodic Contributions E I , VI , and ,pI 

N ow, knowing M s, f s, Eo , Vo, and f o, we place E = M s+ Eo + E l, v= llfs+vo+vl, and f = 
,ps+ f o+ fl into eqs (8. 2) and (8.3), discarding only the periodic terms of order le2• Then 

t + .Bl= (- 2al) - t[(a+ bl )(M s+ Eo+ El) - ae sin (M s+Eo+ El) + AI (M s+vo)] 

+c2(a~-aD -!1)MBI(,ps+fo)-i sin (2f s+2f o)]' (8.34) 

.B2/a2=- (- 2al) -t[A2(Ms+ vO+Vl)+ A21 sin (.1\1s+vo) + A22 sin (2Ms+ 2vo)] 

+ (a~-aD -l1)o[ B 2(f s+ fo + ,pI)- ~2 sin (2fs+2f o) J. (8.35) 

Subtraction of (8.28) from (8 .34) and division of the result by (a + bl) (-2al)-t now gives a 
Kepler equation for 1\IIs+ Eo + E l : 

(8.36) 
where 

(8.37) 

Here we have used (8 .33) to combine terms in Vo and fo. The quantity M s+.l\11 is then a mean 
anomaly whose secular part is exact and whose periodic part is correct through order le . It 
has no periodic part of order leo ; this is characteristic of a mean anomaly. 

It is not necessary to solve the Kepler equation all over again. If in (8.36) we put 

(8.38) 

the error is of order k3• Then (8.36) and (8.38) yield a quadratic equation for E I , whose so
lution through terms of O(k2) is given by 

l -e' cos (M s+Eo) 
e' l\1i sin (1\1s+ Eo) 
"2 [l-e' cos (Ms+ E o)P' 

(8.39) 

To find VI insert v= M s+VO+ VI and E = M s+ Eo + EI into eqs (8.1 ) and solve for VI ' 
On subtracting (8. 23) from (8.35) and eliminating terms in Vo and fo by use of (8.33), we 

then find 

fl =(- 2al) -t(a~-aDt1)oIB2 1[A2VI+A2l sin (..M s+vo)+A 22 sin (2Ms+ 2vo)] 

+~ B i l sin (2fs+ 2f o). 

(8 .40) 

eN ote that the elimination of Vo and f o would not have been possible if they had been carried only 
through order leo.) 

8 .5. The Periodic Contributions E2, V2, and f 2 

Finally, knowing M s, f s, Eo, va , f o, E I, VI, and fl ' we place E = M s+ E o+ E I+ E 2, v= M s 
+VO+Vl +V2, and f = f s+ f o+ fl + f 2 in (8.2) and (8. :3), discarding only the periodic terms of 
order greater than le2 • The equations become 1 
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t + ,Bt = (-2at)-i[(a+ bt) (Ms+Eo+ E 1+ E 2)-ae sin (Ms+E o+ El + E 2)+A 1 (.2l1s+VO+VI) 

+ Au sin (Ms+vo)+A 12 sin (2Ms+2vo) ] +c2(a~-aD-tl1 g [ Bl (1/'S+ 1/'O+ 1,bJ ) 

+ A 23 sin (3 M s+ 3vo) + A24 sin (4Ms+4vo)]+ (a~-aD-!11 0 [ B 2(1,bs+ 1/'0+ 1/' I+ 1,b2) 

-i~ (4+ 3q2) sin (21/'s+2 1/' 0+ 21/' 1) +2~6 q4 sin (41/'s + 41/'0) J ( .42) 

On subtracting (8.34) fronl (8.41) and discarding periodic terms of order k3 01' higher, we find 

(8 .43) 

Then 
l.f2 

E z 1-e' cos (M .+Eo+ E J)' 
(8.44) 

where 

11£2= - (a+ b1) - { A 1vl + A 11 sin (1l1s+ vo) + A 12 sin (2Jo.£s+2vo) 

+ c2 ( -2aJ)\a~-a§) - ll1g { Bl 1/'J-~1/'1 cos (21/'s+21/'0)-{ sin (21/'.+21/'0)+ ~: sin (4~s+ 41,bo) } J (8 .45) 

It is easy to sh ow th at, to order k~ 

(8 .46) 

so that M 2 is th e second-order periodic term of a total mean anomaly 

(8.47) 

corresponding to the effective eccentricity e'. 
To find Vz insert v= M .+VO+Vl+ V2 and E = M .+E o+ E t+ E 2 into eqs (8. 1) and solve 

for V2. 
To find 1,b2, subtract (8.35) from (8.42) and discard periodic terms of order k3 or higher. 

The resul t is 

. 2 [ 2 2 ] 
+ A 24 sin (4.Li\;[s+4vo)] + ~ B ;l 1/'1 cos (2~s+21,bo) + 3 ~ sin (21,b2 + 21,bo) -3 g4 sin (41,bs+# 0) . (8.48) 

This completes the solu tion, with exact secular terms and periodic terms correct t hrough 
order k2 , for E, v, and1,b and thus for the spheroidal coordinates p and 11 . 
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8 .6 . The Right Ascension cf> 

From (2. 7), (5.3), and (6.3) we obtain 

Then , from the equations in sect ions 5 and 6 

cf> = .B3+ a3 (a~-a~) -~1)o [ (l - 1)g) -!( l - 1),2Z)-tx+ B 31/1 

(8 .49) 

+ 332 1)g1) ,24 sin 21/1] -c2a3( -2al) -1 [ A3V + t1. A 3n sin nv} (8.50 ) 

where X is an angle that always equals 1/1 whenever 1/1 is a mul tiple of 7r/2 and which also satis fies 

tan X= (1- 1)5)! tan 1/1. 

The expressions for A3 and the A3n'S are given in (5 .61 ) to (5 .65) and that for B 3 is given in 
(6.65) . 'Vi th the secular parts of v and 1/1 exact and their periodic terms correct through order 
P , the right ascens ion cf>, as given by (8.50), has a secular par t tha t is exact and a periodic part 
correct through order P. To check the secular par t of cf> , note that one can obtain it from 
(8.50) b y placing x= 1/I= 1/I, and V= V, and d iscardin g th e sines. If "ve do so and also use Vs= 27rVl 
and ~,= 27rV2' \'1e find 

¢s= -27rCza3( - 2a l) -tA 3vI +27ra3(a~-aD --'1) o[B3+ (1- 1)6) -t (1 - 1) ,2 Z) -+]V2 = - VIJI 3-V2J23 (8.5 1) 

on comparison wi th (7.1 8) and (7.21 ). Thus we find 

(8 .52) 

by (8.51) and (7.14) , a result know'11 to be correct [8]. 
A summar~- of th e principal results of the paper follows in section 9. 

9. Summary of the Solution 

' Ve assume tha t J.l and c are known, where J.l is the product of the gravitational constant and 
the mass of the planet and where c2= r;J 2, re being th e equatorial r adius and J 2 the coefficien t 
of the second zonal harmonic of the planet's gravitational po tential. For th e earth J z "'" 
(l.08) 10- 3 . 

If X, Y, Z are the usual rectangular coord inates of an artificial satelli te and if r, (J , cf> are 
respectively i ts planetocentric distan ce, declination , and right ascension, its oblate spheroidal 
coordinates p, 1) , cf> are given by 

Z = r sin (J = P1) , (- 1;2;1];2; 1) . 
The potential 

then fi ts the even zonal harmonics exactly through the second and, in the case of the earth, 
approximately through th e fourth. Solut ion for the motion with such a po tential thus furnishes 
a very accurate intermediary orbit. Since this potential leads to separabili ty of the Hamilton
Jacobi equation, t he solution is given impli citly by th e quadratures of eqs (2 .5) t hrough (2.7). 
The integration constants are the J acobi a's and {3's. 

If the initial conditions are known, one can readily evaluate the a's . Then if one can 
evaluate the integrals in (2.5) through (2 .7) one can also evalua te th e (3's . Evaluating the 
integrals depends on factoring the quartics F(p ) and G(1/). The factoring of G(1) is immediate, 
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since it is quadratic in '1/ 2 . To discuss the factoring of F(p ) we ill troduce, in place of the a's , 
the orbital elemen ts ao=- }J./2aL , eo= [1 + 2ala~/ }J.2] ! , and io=cos- l(a3/aZ) . 

With p varying in th e range PI~ p ~ P2, we write 

and find that A, B, a, 1), and e occur in the p-integrals. 
H ere 

4PIP2 
(PI + P2)2' 

Thus A, B, PL + P2, and PLP2 are needed. If we put 

then through O(k~) 

x=( l -e§)t, 

A = -2koPoy2[ 1 + ko(2x2-3x2y2_ 4+ 8y2) + .. . J, 
B = koP02( I - y2) [1 + ko( 4y2- x2y2) + ... J, 

2a=PI + Pz= 2Pox - 2[1 - lco.x2y2- k6x2y 2(2x2- 3x2y2- 4+ 8y 2) + ... J, 
ap= PIP2= P5X- 2[1 + koy2(x2 - 4) - k6y2(12x2- x4-20x2y2- 16 + 32y2+ x4y2) + ... ]. 

If ao, eo, io, {31, {32, (33 are Llsed as orbital clements, we then ass um e thaL Lhe q uar ti.c F(p) is rac
tored nwnerically, to as great an accuracy as may be desired , wiLh the aid of the above relations 
as a starting point. 

With 71 varying in the range- l ~ - 710~ 71 ~ 710~ I , lVe wri te G(71 ) =-a§+ (1 - 71 2)(a~+2alc2 71 2) 
=-2alc2( 71 6- 71 2)( 71 ~- 71 2) and find 

( 710 2) a~- 2alc2 [1 ± ..( 1 + 80'IC2(a~-a5) } iJ. 
71 2 2 2(a~-aV \.. (a~- 2alc2)2 

Here 712» 1. Then all the quantities a, p, e, A , B, 710, and 712 ar e known in terms of the orbital 
-elements ao, eo, and io. 

If we assume that the orbital clements are to be determined by an i terated least-square 
fitting of the solution to many revolutions in the orbit and not by initial conditions, there is a 
better set of elements, introduced by Izsak [4]. These, viz, a, e, I = sin- 1710, {3L: (32, and{33, al
though not easily found from the initial conditions, resul t in immediate factoring of the quartics 
F (p) and G(71 ) . We therefore give the solution in terms of t hese quantities, with the under
standing th at they are to be determined either by the least-square fitting or from ini tial con
ditions by numerical factoring of F (p). 

Given }J., c, and the elements a, e, I , {31, {32, (33, 
compute 

71o= sinI, 

p = a(1-e2), 

1 
bl - - - A - 2 ' 

a~ 2 2 - I I - -=aopo=-c (l - 71o) + apD D , 
2al 
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Restrict considerations to the case b1/b2 ;£ 1. Then 

where 1c= 1 °54', approximately . Equatorial and almost equatorial orbits are thus ruled out. 
Then compute 

'" Al = (1- e2)tp "L, (bz/p)np n(b1/bz)Rn- z[ (1- e2)t], 
,,=2 

'" Az= (1- e2)tp-l"L, (bz/p) nPn(bl/bz)R n[ (1- eZ)t], 
n=O 

where Pn(x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n and where Rn(x) =xnP n (x - 1), always a 
polynomial of degree [n/2] in xZ• 

'" A3= (1- eZ)tp- 3 "L, DmRrn+z[ (1- eZ) t], 
m=O 

where 
i 

DZi = "L, ( - 1) i-- n(c/p)2i-2n(b2/p)2npzn(b 1/bz), 
n=O 

i 
D Zi+l = "L, (_1) i-n(c/p)2i - Zn(bz/p)zn+1PZn+l(b J/bz), 

n=O 

where K(q) and E(q) are the complete ellip tic integrals of the first and second kinds,~respectively. 

'" B3= 1- (l - 172Z)t- "L, 'Ym17 2 zln , where 
m=2 

(The above series all converge rapidly. ) 

AZl=(1-e2)tp - 1e [blp- l+(3 bi- bDp-2_~ blb~ (1+ :) p-3+~ bH4 + 3e2) p- ] 

Azz=(1-eZ) }p - l [~Z (3 bi- bDp-z-~ e2 blb~p-3+;2 bH6eZ+e4)p- ] 

A -~ (1- Z) , -5b4 4 24- 256 e P ze , 

A33=(1-e2)tp-3e3 [112blP-l_~ p- z G b~+CZ)} 
A34= -;2(1-eZ) lp - Se4 Gb~+CZ} 
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21TV1=( - 2al )!(a+ b1 + Al + C2176A2B1B2"1)- 1, 

21TVz= (a~-aD!1701A2B2" I (a+ b l + A1 + C2 175A2B IB 2" 1) - I . 

The uniformising vari ables E , v, and';; are then given by E = M .+E p, v= M .+vp, and 
';; = ';;.+ f p. 1£ t is the time, their secular par ts l vI. and .;;. are given exactly by 

M .=21TVI (t + ,BI-c2,B2a2"I175B IB 2" 1) , 

Let the periodi c par ts be spli t as follows: Ep= Eo+ E 1+ Ez, vp =vO+VJ+'lJ2 , and 
';;1'= ';;0+ ';;1+ ';;2, where, e.g., Eo contains terms of order kO, k , and P, El contains term of order 
k and P, and E2 contains only terms of order P. 

Then Eo is given by the K epler equation 

},;{.+Eo-e ' sin (M. + E o) = M s, 

where e' ==a(ae+ bJ)- l<e. The term Vo is then given by placing v=Nf,+vo and E =l\;[s+ Eo in 
the anomaly connections 

cos v=(cos E -e) (l -e cos E )-l sin v=+ (l -e2)t(1-e cos E )-I sin E 

or equivalen t relations. 
equ ation .) Then 

(Note that tbe e bere is the original e and not the e' in the Kepler 

The term EI is now given by 

where 
E1= [1 -e' cos (Ms+Eo)1-111;{1-~ e' [l -e' cos (M s+ E o)]-3 .M; sin (},;{,+Eo), 

Ml == (a+ bl)-l [- (AI + C2 1702AZ Bl B2 - l)VO+~ (- 2al)~ (a~- aD -t 1]5 sin (2,;;,+2';;0)]. 

The term VI is then given by placing v= .1\IfS+VO+Vl and E =lVfs+ Eo+ E1 in the anomaly connec
tions. T hen 

2 

';;1= (- 2aJ)-t (a~-aDt 1]olB2"l [AZVI+A 21 sin (M s+vo) + A 22 sin (2Ms+2vo)1+~B2" 1 sin (2f s+ 2';;0) 

Finally 

where 

M2 ==-<a + b1) -1 [ A1 Vl+All sin (Ms+vo) +'fl 12 sin (2Ms + 2vo) 

+c2(-2al) t(a~-aD -t 1]~ { Bl ';;l -~ ';;I cos (2';;s+2';;0)-f sin (2';;s+2';;0) + ~:sin (4';;s+4';;0) } J. 
Then V2 is IOlmd by placing v= M .+VO+Vl+ VZ and E =1\;[.+Eo+ E 1+ E 2 in t he anomaly con
nections and 

The spheroidal coordinates p ancl1] are then given by 

p= a( l -e cos E) = (l + e cos V)-lp, 1] = 1]0 sin';;, where 

E = .1\If.+Eo+ E1+ E z, v= },;{,+VO + Vl +V2, ';; = ';;.+ ';;o+ ';;l+ h 
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The right ascension is 

<t> = "3 +a:3(a~-aD -t110 [(1- 115)-!(1-11;2)- HX+B3~+:2 11611;4 sin 2~J 

-C2a:3( - 2a:1) -1 [ A 3V+ ii. A 3n sin nv J 
Here X is an angle that equals f whenever f is a multiple of 7r/2 and which also satisfies 
tan X= (1-115) t tan f . If a3 is positive or negative, the orbit is respectively direct or retrograde. 

The above solution gives secular terms of the intermediary orbit exactly and periodic 
terms correctly through order k2 . There are no long-period terms. 

10. List of Symbols 

We here list only the symbols that are most frequently used, giving for each a short defini
tion or the number of the equation in which it first appears. Note that the first digit in each 
such number is the number of the section. 

Symbol Definition or equation number 

a- 3.23; element of 2d set, 
ao- 3.3; clement of 1st set, 
A - 3.11 (also 4.12), 

A 1- S.31 , 
A,- S.36, 

A lI- S.32, 
A1,- S.33 , 
A,,- S.37 through S.40 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
A 3- S.61 , 
A 3,- S.62 through S.6S for j = l, 2, 3, 4, 

bl ,b2- S.6, 
B- 3.11 (also 4.13) 

B I- 6.40, 
B 2- 6.41, 
B3- 6.6S, 

B 3.- 6.64 (also 6.6S) 
c- 2.4 (fundam ental distance in potent ial and 

in definitions of coordinates), 
d,- S.46, 

D",- S.44 (also S.SO and S.S3), 
e- 3.24; element of 2d set, 

eo- 3.4 ; element of 1st set, 
e'- S.32, 
B --S.12; "eccentric anomaly," 

E ,-S.17 ; sec ular part of E( = NI.), 
Ep- S.17 ; periodic part of E, 

E o,EJ,Ez-various terms of EPI 
E(q) - complete ell ip t ic integral of second kind, 

modulus q, 
E(,p,q)- incomplete ell iptic integral of second kind ; 

6.9 and 6.10, 
f(p) - 2.10, 

F (p) - 2.S, 
F(,p,q)- incomplete elliptic integral of t he first kind ; 

6.9 and 6.10, 
G(1) - 2.9, 

h- S.7, 
io-3.S ; element of 1st set, 
1- 4.7; element of 2d set, 

I e- value of I for which A= 1, 
J ,- 2.4; coefficient of second zonal harmoni c of 

potential, 

Symbol Definition or equation nnmber 

J 1,J2,Ja- action variables; (7.1) t hrough (1.3), 
J "n- I .S, 

ko- 3.16; c' /p~, 
k-4.17 ; c'/ p' , 

K (g)-6. 1S ; complete ell ipLic integral of first kind, 
modulus q, 

Lo- 6.46, 
L m- 6.4S , 
L ln- 6A9 , 
11I8- S.20; secular part of "m.ean anomaly," 

]'.I[I,/II[,- S.37, S.4S; periodic parts of " mean anom
aly," of orders k and k2 , 

N I ,N"N3- 6.1 t hrough 6.3 ; 'I-integrals, 
po- ao (1- e5) , 
p- a(l- e' ), 

P n- Legendre polynomial of degree n, 
q- 1)o/ '1', 
r- 2.1 a nd 2.2; geocentric distance, 

Te- equator ial radius, 
TI,T,- 3.1 , 3.2 ; zeros of f (p), 

RJ,R" R3- S.1 through S.3 ; p-integrals, 
R .. (z) - z'" P .. (Z- I), 
sgn 0I.3- sign of 01.3, 

t- t ime, 
v- S.12; "true anomaly, " 

v8- S.17; sec ular part of v ( = ill.) 
vp- S.17; periodic part of v, 

vo,v1,v,- various terms of V p , 

17 a- 2.3; the potential of this paper , 
X , Y ,Z- 2. 1 and 2.2; rectangular coordinates, 

x- 3.17; ( l -e~) 1/', 

y- 3.1S; 0I.3/ 0I.2= COS io, 
ai- total energy, first J acobi const, < 0 for a 

satellite orbit, 
OI.z- second Jacobi constant, 
0I.3-·Z-component of angular moment um, 

third Jacobi constant, 
131 ,13" i33- J acobi i3's, 

I'- S.l d, 
I'm- 6.66, 
5n-S.47, 
<- 6.S1, 
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Svmbol Definition or equation number 

'7- 2.1 and 2.2 ; a spheroidal coordinate->sin 0 
as r~co, 

170- 3.33, 3.36, 3.39 ; during motion 
- 1;;:; - 170~ 17 ;;:;17o;;:; l , 

172- 3.33, 3.37, 172 > > 1, 
1:1- 2.1 and 2.2 ; geocentr ic declination , 
A- 5.6 ; bd b2, 

rj ,V2,v3- 7.4 through 7.6, 
p- 2.1 and 2.2 ; a spheroida l coordinate ->r 

as r -7CO, 

1>- 2.1 and 2.2; geocentric righ t asce nsion ; the 
t hird spheroidal coordin ate, 

1:J;'mbol Definition or equation number 

x - 6.51 , 
"v- 6.4; a uniformizing variable analogous Jo 

the argument of latitude, 
"v ,- S.l 7; secular part of "v, 
"v v- S.l 7; periodic par t of "v, 

"vo,,,vj, ,,v2- various terms of "vp, 
~-mean motion of p-perigee r elat ive to the 
_ ascending node, 
Ii- mean motion of t he asce ndin g node relat ive 

to OX. 
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